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A cross referencing tool, or commonly known as cross referencer, is a software that indexes source
code and provides information for symbols and definitions on a given code base such that the user can
find where a symbol is defined or used in that code base. The cross referencer is widely used in software
development and integrated into IDEs and editors like vscode or vim. A widely used cross referencer on
Linux, Cscope [1], is single threaded and thus suffered on the performance when building its database
on a large code base such as Linux kernel source code. Since parsing the symbols on a single source
code file is usually independent from the rest of the files for the given code base, the performance of
building the database can be improved by parallelizing the building procedure. Therefore, I propose
YAX: Yet Another Cross Referencer, a parallelized version of Cscope written in Haskell. Given
the time constraint, YAX will only work on C99 [3] source code, other languages, including assembly
language and C in other standard, will not but supported.

Alex [5] and Happy [6] are the Haskell counterpart for Lex and YACC [4] for C, respectively.
language-c [2] is a Haskell package provided by Hackage that leverages Alex and Happy to translate
a C source code into a CTransUnits and form ASTs. YAX can then analyze CTransUnits, extract
symbols and add symbols together with necessary information to the database. More specifically, the
following symbols will be added to the database and indexed:

• Global variable definitions and references

• Function definitions and calls

• Composite data type definitions, including struct, union and enum

• String literals

Key words and local variables are omitted. The location of each reference of each symbol, including
the file path and the line number where the symbol is referenced, is stored to a balanced search tree
and stored to a file. YAX is able to load that file and look up symbols. The procedure for building
the balanced search tree will be parallelized so performance improvement compared against Cscope
is expected on YAX.
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